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EDR
EDR is an all-encompassing, single platform solution for every 
eDiscovery need.

Rediscover eDiscovery.

From eDiscovery investigations to document review and productions, EDR integrates 
the eDiscovery process into one robust tool. Analytics and matter management 
features that take extra time or create manual work in other applications are built into 
EDR, including our award-winning Predictive Coding and Workflow technology.

Not only is it easy to search and review documents in EDR, but automated routing and 
distribution of documents also helps users streamline reviews and maximise accuracy. 
KLDiscovery Predictive Coding incorporates cutting-edge machine learning that gets 
smarter with every document reviewed and statistical methodologies to ensure a 
defensible workflow. Every. Single. Time.

Once data is processed and uploaded into EDR, clients can take advantage of our 
state-of-the-art technology. Features that are immediately available for use include:

QQ Predictive Coding

QQ Workflow

QQ Early case assessment (ECA)

QQ Language detection and identification

QQ Machine translation

QQ Clustering and topic grouping

QQ Communication analysis

QQ Email threading

QQ Near-duplicate identification

QQ Find similar

QQ Conceptual searching

QQ Lucene search indeces for advanced keyword searching

QQ Default production templates for hard copy delivery or delivery to the cloud (FTP)

QQ PrivLog Builder

We have produced 
over one billion 
documents and 
nearly 13 billion 
pages out of EDR in 
the past 10 years.

EDR has helped organisations and law firms navigate 
the complex process of eDiscovery through state-of-
the-art technology.
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Intuitive interface.

EDR has the look and feel of familiar applications making it 
intuitive and easy to use. Reviewers simply log in, check out a 
workflow batch of documents and start coding. The system is 
able to create prioritised workflow batches at any time based on 
preset rules that can be customised to the specific project needs.

Attorneys and litigation support professionals can quickly and 
efficiently perform their work in EDR as all the tools and features 
are at their fingertips. Right-click functionality, ribbon bars and 
keyboard shortcuts make the system quick and user-friendly as 
well. Users can choose what works best for them in EDR.

Highly experienced and dedicated team.

For clients who want a full-service eDiscovery experience or 
simply need a bit more assistance, our team of project managers, 
eDiscovery technicians who are experts in the field of data 
science and predictive coding and our TechQ support team with 
years of experience are ready to help at a moment’s notice. 

KLDiscovery has over 50 project managers, averaging seven 
years of experience with EDR (including several project managers 
with over 20 years of experience), dedicated to working in the 
platform. 

With a solid global footprint with offices and data centres around 
the world, our team is available 24/7/365 to help with your 
eDiscovery needs.

Tried-and-true scalability. 

A once hypothetical situation, we now have reached over 100 
million documents in a single EDR database. Our clients can view, 
search and review documents across entire databases, both large 
and small, with ease. 

Today, EDR hosts 1.2 petabytes of data (one billion documents 
or four billion pages). And, in the past 10 years, KLDiscovery has 
produced over one billion documents (nearly 13 billion pages) 
from EDR.

Work smarter, not harder.

We have been using, developing and improving our award-
winning Predictive Coding technology since 2010. Since then, 
we have had over 1,000 matters utilise our proprietary Predictive 
Coding technology and several thousand projects have leveraged 
Workflow – our most-used feature. Highlights include:

QQ Predictive Coding automates classification of electronic data, 
drastically reducing the time required for legal review and 
saving clients millions of dollars each year. This technology 
supports entirely custom workflows and methodologies, and 
is capable of continuous prioritisation of important documents 
for review.

QQ Workflow automates the routing and distribution of documents 
to streamline document review and maximise accuracy and 
defensibility. It eliminates the need to maintain static batch sets 
and manually transition documents to different review teams. 

QQ Workflow Designer shows a graphical representation of your 
workflow. It displays stages, check-in criteria, routing and the 
users that have access to those stages all built into a Visio-
type graph. 

QQ Daily or weekly reports and statistics are available with no 
need to manually run your report − the system does it for you! 
Administrators and review managers can schedule when they 
want EDR to email detailed reports. 

QQ The Evaluate and Advance feature can assess coding 
decisions at any time and route them to the appropriate stage, 
even if documents are reviewed outside of the designated 
workflow.

EDR is an intuitive technology that offers massive scalability, 
provides award-winning analytics tools and is backed by an 
expert team that is available 24/7/365 for support and guidance. 


